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ARIZONA TEWA KWA SPEECH
AS A MANTFESTATIONOF LINGUISTIC IDEOLOGYI
Paul V. Kroskriw

1.Introduction
"Whathaveyou learned about the ceremonies?" Back in the Summer of.7973,when
I firstbeganresearchon Arizona Tewa, I was often asked such questionsby a variety
of villagers.
I found this strange,even disconcerting,since the questionspersisted after
I explainedmy researchinterest as residing in the language "itself', or in "just the
language,
not the culture".My academicadvisorsand a scholarlytradition encouraged
meto attributethis responseto a combination of secrecyand suspicionregarding such
culturally
sensitivetopics as ceremonial language.Yet despite my careful attempts to
disclaimany researchinterest in kiva speech (te'e hi:li) and to carefully distinguish
betweenit and the more mundane speech of everyday Arizona Tewa life, I still
experienced
theseperiodic questionings.Did these questionsbetray a native confusion
of thelanguageof the kiva with that of the home and plaza? Was there a connection
between
theseforms of discoursethat was apparent to most Tewa villagers yet hidden
fromme? In the past few years, after almost two decadesof undertaking various
studies
of fuizonaTewagrammar,sociolinguisticvariation, languagecontact,traditional
nanatives,code-switching,and chanted announcements,an underlying pattern of
languageuse has gradually emerged which, via the documentary method of
interpretationhas allowed me to attribute a new meaning to these early
intenogations.2
The disparatelinguistic and discoursepractices, I contend, display a
patternof influence from te'e hi:li "kiva speech".The more explicit rules for
common
language
use in ritual performance provide local models for the generation and
anluationof more mundanespeechforms and verbal practices.
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2 By

"documentary
methodof interpretationnI mean the ethnomethodologicalprocesswhich
ptovidathatretrospective
clarity and revisedinterpretation in the construction of both commonsense
rld erpertknowledge
(Garfinkel 1967:77ft.).
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evaluation of more mundane speechforms and verbal practices.
"Linguistic ideologies",taken in Michael Silverstein's(1979) sense as "... sets of
beliefs about language articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of
perceived languagestructure and use,"provide a useful frame for understandingthe
Arizona Tewa pattern. By viewing member's reflectivity, or what Giddens (1984) cqlls
"reflexive monitoring," as an irreducible force in language behavior, the notion of
linguistic ideology directs attention to cultural actors' rationalization of their own
languageactivity. As Silverstein(1985:220) writes:
dialecticin nature.
is irreducibly
of language,
"Thetotallinguisticfact,thedatumfor a science
of
to situations
signformscontextualized
of meaningful
It is an unstablemutualinteraction
by the factof culturalideolory."
interested
humanusemediated
Examining the Arizona Tewa culture of languageas a site for the investigation
of linguistic ideologiesis multiply warranted. As a Pueblo Indian group which removed
itself from Spanishinfluencein 1700by migratingto the easternmostof the Hopi mesas
and, since then, maintained its indigenousKiowa-Tanoan language,the Arizona Tewa
about language use. First, as
are "twice-blessed"with a cultural self-consciousness
Pueblo Indians, they are paragonsof what Joel Sherzer (1976) and others have termed
"linguistic conservatism" - that celebrated penchant for resistance to linguistic
borrowing. But whatever analyticalvalue this conceptmay have to studentsof language
contact, it has at best only the most tentative footing in terms of its foundations in
Arizona Tewa cultural experience.Examination of Arizona Tewa linguistic ideology, I
contend, offers an alternative, culturally based interpretation - a deconstruction of
"linguistic conservatism" into dimensions that are simultaneously more analytically
precise and more locally rooted.
A second source of Arizona Tewa cultural emphasis on language is their own
remarkable history of languagecontact and languagemaintenance.In the diaspora of
the Pueblo Revolts of 1680 and 1696, the Arizona Tewa are the only outmigrating
group that retained its languageinto the present3.Maintenance of the Tewa language
served not only to perpetuate an ethnic boundary but also to mask a pattern of
dramatic cultural change in adapting to the Hopi - the group to whom the ancestors
of the Arizona Tewa migrated almost three hundred years ago. This adaptation was
quite necessaryfor physical survival in the harsh western Pueblo environment. The
Arizona Tewa saying Na:-bthi:li na:-bt wowa:cina-mu "My languageis my life (history)"
reveals the intimate relationship between language,history, and identity which this
migration has fostered as well as the cultural salience of the connection. Thus the
culture-specifichistory of the Arizona Tewa has enhanceda Pan-puebloanattention to
languagewhich may account for its magnified local significance.

3.
Fo. a more complete discussion of the Pueblo diaspora, interested readers should consult
Simmons (1979) and Schroeder (1979).
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2. tncal Knowledgeand Linguistic Ideolory
Thoughthe role of native languagemaintenancein responseto their Hopi hosts is
somewhat
peculiarto the Arizona Tewa, the cultural prominence of kiva speech - the
speechperformed in religious chamberswhen sacred ceremonial altars are erected is commonto all Pueblo societies.As a key symbol of Tewa linguistic values, kiva talk
embodies
four closelyrelated cultural preferences:regulationby convention,indigenous
purism,strict compartmentalization,and linguistic indexing of identity. For each of
theseI would like to briefly sketch: 1) their basisin kiva talk, 2) their cultural salience
asmanifested
in members'recognition,and 3) the "scope"and "force"with which these
preferences
are manifested in non-ritual speech. By "cultural salience", I mean
approximate
locationon a scaleof awarenessrangingfrom practical consciousness/tacit
knowledge on the
knowledge,
on the one hand, to discursive consciousness/explicit
other(Giddens1984).In using "scope"and "force" I follow Geertz's (1968) study of
Islamicbelief in which he used the former to refer to the range of contexts in which
somevalueor belief would be manifestedand the later to characterizeits intensitv.
2,1,Regulation
by conventian
In thekiva,ritual performersrely on fixed prayer and song texts. Innovation is neither
desired
nor tolerated.Proper ritual performanceshouldreplicatepast conventionsand
if suchrepetition is impossible the ritual should not be performed at all. Thus in
instances
where the ceremonial knowledge has not been effectively transmitted from
one priest to his apprentice, the ceremony becomes defunct. This concern with
regulation
by conventionis manifested in everydayspeech preferences by adherence
to greeting
formulae,to the extendeduse of kinship terms in addressforms, to rules
of hospitalityinvolvingkinsmen and visitors, and to avoidanceof direct confrontation
with fellow villagers.Culturally valued native genres, involving either
in interaction
historiesor traditional stories, must carefully conform to the traditional formal
precedents
with those genres.
associated
ln traditionalstories,for example,from the Arizona Tewa genrep(:!u'u, audience
members
and performersalike honor a tradition which employs stylized non-verbal
accompaniment
and usesfamiliar storytellingconventions.Foremostamong theseways
of "speaking
the past"is the use of evidentialba as a genre marker (Kroskrity 1985).
anynoveltyon the part of the narrator, this particle and its repeated use
Bydisclaiming
providea continrrcusand obligatory indexing of "the voice" of the traditional narrator.
Example
1,the introductorysentenceof the story "Coyoteand Bullsnake"exemplifies
a patternof multiple occurencewithin each sentenceuttered in the voice of the
or frame- breakingasidesin a personal
nanator(asopposedto storycharacters'voices
voice).
(1)

*i''
''s*.

ru:

,ff1

;-1

\I

owEehey6m-ba
ba
bayaena-sen6

long:agoba
Old Man Coyote ba

l-ong ago, so they say
Old Man Coyote so
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na-tha.4

he lived.

he lived.

Thus a particle which denotesthe second-handnature and traditionalcharacterof what
is said - similar to our "so they say" - aptly functions as a discoursemarker of a genre
of traditional stories.
Even when narrators chose to speak the present - to contextualizetheir stories for
specific audiences,such innovations should ideally occur in the voice of the narrator
(e.g. through episode editing and elaboration, nonverbal audience specification, the
addition of identiffing details that might be "tied" to specific audience members).
Narrators who chose such frame-breaking strategies as code-switching and the
introduction of a personal voice (unmarked by ba) or who merely forgot to clearly
delineate the "voice of the traditional narrator" by excluding ba were negatively
evaluated for their efforts by audience members who criticized them for not telling it
"right," not telling it the "old way".
If innovation, even in the form of contextualization,is to be culturally sanctioned it
must be cloaked in traditional garb. I encountered an interesting and creative use of
traditional linguistic form one summer when I heard what soundedlike a traditional
Tewa public announcement(t(-khe). The chanter was clearly using the dramatic rising
and falling intonations asssociatedwith the "public address"style reserved for crier
chiefs to announce upcoming ceremoniesor call for volunteers for village projects like
cleaning out a spring, replastering the kiva, or for individuals to offer birth
announcements or stylized grievance chants (Black L967). But while the form was
traditional, its content and presenterwere not. The chanterwas issuinga call for a yard
sale and inviting all within earshot to examine items of used clothing and some small
applianceswhich she hoped to sell! An exampleof this is provided in example 2.
'i-kw'6n
(2) kwiy6:, he:wae khe:
wf-t'olo-k6nt'6
women some
clothes
they-lie I/vou-tell-will
Women: I'm telling you there are some clotheslying.
'i:-kg-kwin-6e'ae-mi
n6e' 6e phini-bi-k'ege
here
Phini-'s-house you:all-buy-look-come-should
You all should come and shop at Phini's house.
kin6n
this

di-tg-'6n-d6n
I/other-say-since

4 For eas"of presentationto

wf-t'olo-'6n
l/you-tell-past

a diverseaudience,I haveopted to usean orthographywhich departs
from conventional Americanist practicesin at least two respects. I have eliminated superscript
indicationsof secondaryarticulation(e.g.aspiration,palatalization)and insteadrepresentedthesewith
digraphs.Also the apparentvowel cluster,ae, is simplya low. mid front vowel.
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This is what I was told to tell you.
Thoughthe "commercial" messagewas hardly traditional, the chanter won general
villageapprovalby conformingto the expectedintonational and other prosodic patterns
aswell as the verbal formulae associatedwith the genre. Despite the brevity of this
"shortnotice"announcement,its obedience to such generic norms as initial addresse
specification,
explicit acknowledgementof the announcer role, as well as its prosodic
fidelityto traditional models, prompted all but the most ultraconservativevillagers to
overlookthe fact that the chanter was a woman.5 Importantly both the gender of
chanteras well as its commercial content - both violations in a genre normally
performedby men announcing communal activities - were subordinated in public
opinionto an approval of its traditional form.
2,2-3.Iniligenouspurisrr and strict compartmentalizatian
Indigenous
purism and strict compartmentalization are trvo dimensions of Arizona
Tewalinguisticideologywhich, though analyticallydistinguishableare intimately joined
in mostlinguisticpractices.During ritual performancethere is an explicit and enforced
proscription
againstthe use of foreign words and/or native vocabularyclearly identified
withanequallyalien socialdialect (suchas slang=lecently manufacturedwords lacking
anyassociationto prestigous individuals or activities (e.g. Newman 1955). As for
enforcement,
Frank Hamilton Cushing's experience is exemplary. For uttering a
Spanish
word in a Zuni kiva he was struck forcefully across the arms by a whipper
kachina.
After beingso purified, he was instructedto saythe Zuni equivalent of "Thank
you."StanleyNewman (1955: 349) in his discussionof vocabulary levels of the Zuni appears
to dismisspurism in passagessuch as the following:
Likewise
obviously
borrowedwords,suchasmelika"Anglo-Americann
cannotbe usedin the
kiva.Thisprohibitiionagainstloanwordsis obviouslynot to be equatedwith traditionsof
linguistic
purism,wherebyorganizations
in manymodernnationalstateslegislateagainst
foreignisms
that threatento adulterate the native language.It stems rather from the general
Zuni injunctionagainstbringingunregulatedinnovationinto ceremonialsituations.Using a
wordlike melika,as one informant expressedit, would be like bringing a radio into the kiva.
ThoughStanley Newman has discouraged the interpretation

of such kiva practices as

stictly analogous to enforced policies of language purism in contemporary
nation-states,
the kind of purism that Newman is dismissingamounts to an official
proscription
of linguisticdiffusion (e.g. loanwords,grammatical interference) not only
in ceremonial
speechbut in everydayspeechas well. But Tewa ceremonial leaders like
thoseof otherpueblosare not waging a campaign to dictate everyday speech norms.
Anypur$ngof foreignismsin everydayspeechrepresentsa popular extrapolation - a
symbolic
"trickledown" influence of the salient and prestigousmodel of kiva speech.
I ji,

5Announcemens
displayvaryingdegreesof elaborationdependingupon whether they are seenas
Uvat@"or "short"notice.The latter are often viewedas remindersand do not contain the full details.
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The primary concern of cEremonial leaders is with maintaining and delimiting a
distinctive and appropriate linguisticvariety, or vocabularylevel,for religious expression
and not primarily with minimizing foreign linguistic influence. The strong sanctions
against foreign expressionsin ceremonial speech, sanctions which involve physical
punishment, are motivated not by the linguistic expressionof xenophobia or extreme
ethnocentrism but by the need for stylistic consistencyin a highly conventionalized
liturgical speechlevel. Similarlythe negativeevaluationof instancesof code-mixingin
everydayspeechby members of the Arizona Tewa speechcommunity does not reflect
negativeattitudesabout theseother languagesbut rather the functioningof ceremonial
speech as a local model of linguistic prestige.
This role should not be too surprising when we observe that the prestige which
accrues to "standard languages"in modern nation-statesemanates,in part, from the
support of and use by national governmentsand by their associationwith formal
education.SincePueblosocietiesare traditionallytheocratic,fusingpolitical power and
religious authority, and sinceceremonialleadersmust acquire appropriate knowledge
through rigorous verbal instruction, the functional role and cultural associationsof
ceremonial speechare actuallyquite analogousto standardlanguages.
Further supporting this claim that the negative evaluation of code-mMng,
especially prevalent in older speakers (Kroskrity 1978),,is attributable more to local
models than to xenophobia are two typesof telling observations.One, speakersregulate
languagemixing from languageswhich they highly value and use proficiently. Certainly,
the Arizona Tewa - as I have argued elsewhere(Kroskrity, in press) - have many social
identities which are performed in the non-ethniclanguagesof their linguistic repertoire:
Hopi and English. Hopi is an essentialmedium of intervillage communication and the
appropiate languagefor relating to Hopi kinsmen.Command of English has permitted
the Arizona Tewa to gain significant economic and political advantagesover the Hopi
in their role as cultural brokers, mediating between Euro-Americans and the more
conseryative Hopi. Fluency in these languagesis necessaryfor full participation in
Arizona Tewa society. Tho_ughfluency in these languagesis never criticised by the
Tewa, languagemixing between these languagesis routinely and consistentlydevalued.
Another type of evidence which argues against viewing this devaluation of language
mixing as an expression of xenophobia is the well established tradition of
song-borrowingfrom other linguistic traditions (Charlotte Heth and Paul Humphreys,
personal communication). Entire songs,solely encoded in foreign languages,are often
performed in Tewa Village and throughout the Pueblos. It is difficult to explain the
popularity of this tradition if one wants to argue for a xenophobic interpretation of
ideal speechnorms againstcode- switching.
Though the Arizona Tewa clearly lack the deliberation and institutional
enforcement often associated with "purist" movements, Arizona Tewa indigenous
purism may not lack other atributes that language planning theorists associatewith
linguistic purism. Scholars such as Jernudd (1989: 4), for example, view such
movements in modern nation statesas consistingof a bidirectional processinvolvingthe
simultaneous opening of native resourcesand the closing off of non-native ones for
linguisticchange.Manfred Henningsen(1989:31-2)expandson the latter aspectwhen
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he says,"the politics of purity ... originatesin a quest for identity and authenticity of a
culturalSelf that feels threatened by the hegemonicpressure of another culture."
Annamalai(1989:225),too, also observesthat purism is "manifestwhen there is social
changeaffectingthe structure of social control." But while resistanceto hegemony and
rapidsocioculturalchange may be the prerequisiteof linguistic purism in modern
nationstates,these conditions havealso prevailed for the Arizona Tewa and their
Southern
Tewa ancestorssince the time of Spanishcontact in the sixteenthcentury.
From the repressive colonial program of the Spanish, to post-migration Hopi
stigmatization
and segregation,to r'domestic"colonization by the United States, it is
certainly
possibleto find a consistentpattern of Tewa resistanceto hegemonicpressure.
Butit wouldbe wrong to assumethat purism is coincident with such hegemony.Data
fromcontactwith Apachean languagestracable to the late pre-Spanishcontact period,
shows
the samepattern of loanword suppression(Kroskrity 1982,1985b) and strongly
suggests
that the practice of indigenouspurism was already in place. What has been
evenmorecontinuousthan hegemonicpressurefrom outsideis the prestigiousposition
of the traditionalreligiousleaders - an "internal" hegemonicforce - and the speech
normsassociated
with them.
But if ArizonaTewa indigenouspurism lacksa socialorganizationdedicatedto
its systematic
enforcement,the Arizona Tewa people themselves are usually quite
explicitaboutits value. In Albert Yava's approximation of a life history known as Big
FallkgSnowhe proudly comparesthe Arizona Tewa to the Rio Grande Tewa (Yava
1978:1)
andwespeakit in a morepureformthantheRio Grande
"WestillspeaktheTewalanguage
Tewasdo. Over there in New Mexico the Tewa language has been corrupted by other Pueblo
languagesand Spanish. We also speak Hopi fluently though there are very few Hopis who can
conversein Tewa."

is also of great importance to the
Thethird value,strict compartmentalizatior5
understanding
of Arizona Tewa linguistic ideology. Essential to kiva talk is the
maintenace
of a distinctivelinguisticvariety which is dedicatedto a well demarcated
uenaof use."Kiva talk" would lose its integrity if it admitted expressionsfrom other
languages
or from other linguistic levels. Likewise, if "kiva talk" were to be spoken
outside
of ceremonialcontextsit would profane this liturgical variety and constitute a
violation.This strict compartmentalizationof languageforms and use has often
0agrant
beenrecognized
as a conspciuousaspectof the languageattitudesof Pueblo cultures
(Dozier
1956;Sherzert976:244).What is novel here is the recognitionthat this value,
likeregulation
by conventionand indigenouspurism is tracableto the adoption of kiva
talkas the local model of linguistic prestige.Just as ceremonial practitioners can
ncither
mixlinguistic
codesnor usethem outsideof their circumscribedcontextsof use,
- Tewa people shouldobservecomparablecompartmentalization
rc - ideally
speaking
of theirvariouslanguages
and linguisticlevelsin their everydayspeech.
The mixing of Tewa with either English or Hopi is explicitly devalued by
of the Tewa speechcommunity though in unguardedspeech some mixing
members
doesoccur.It is interestingthat in the Tewa folk account of speechvariation social
categories
arerankedin respectto the perceivedavoidanceof languagemixing. Older
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speakers,for example, are said to approximate this ideal more than younger. Men do
so more than women. It should be emphasizedthat this folk perception can be readily
interpreted as a reflection of the different participation of these groups in ceremonial
activities, of their differential proximity to the realm of "kiva talk".
Examining both historical linguistic data and more contemporary sociolinguistic
studies of the Arizona Tewa confirms the selectiveinfluence of indigenous purism and
strict compartmentalization. Though time does not permit me to reproduce all the
relevant genetic-historical and areal-historical comparisons which permit these
conclusions,it is important to summarize a pattern of linguistic ideology shaping the
form of linguistic diffusion in three periods of languagecontact. The pattern features
the suppression of linguistic borrowing, especially in the lexicon. In multilingual
episodes with Apacheans, the Spanish,and the Hopi lasting 100, 150, and 191 years
respectively,the Arizona Tewa languagehas admitted two Apachean, 17 Spanish,and
one Hopi loanword (Kroskrity 1982,in press).Clearly Arizona Tewa folk linguistshave
put into practice the indigenous purist and strict compartmentalizationplanks of
Arizona Tewa linguistic ideology. But there is also clear evidencethat folk attention is
selective. The approximation of these ideals in actual practice presupposes a folk
perception of "alien" linguistic structures and yet Arizona Tewa linguists, unlike our
own, are primarily if not exclusivelylexicographers.Abundant evidence suggeststhat
severalgrammatical structuresin Arizona Tewa are the result of linguistic convergence.
Thus, as illustrated in example 3, the innovation of a Possessiveor relational suffix in
Tewa appearsto be the result of contact with Apachean languages.
(3)

TEWA

sen-bi'6:nu
man-'s son
(a man's son

'6:nu-bing'g
boy-'sunder
underthe boy

NAVAJO

hastiin bi-ye'
's6-song
man
(a) man's son
hastiin bi-ch'56h
LL
's-front
man
in front of the man

These two phrases, in both Arizona Tewa and Navajo, demonstrate both the
phonological and grammatical similarity of the affixes. In both languages, these
constituents are used in possessiveconstructionsand with locative postpositions.
Significantly, no other Kiowa-Tanoan language has this constituent. This strongly
suggestsgrammatical diffusion from Apachean languagesas the source for Arizona
Tewa -bi.
Similarly Arizona Tewa has innovated a new Passivesuffix which now alternates
with an inherited one shared by Rio Grande Tewa. Example (4) illustrates the parallel
Arizona Tewa and Hopi constructions.

6 Though Apachean bi- is the source for Tewa
;![, Tewa has overgeneralizedit as a general
possessive
morphemewhereasin the Apacheanlanguagesit is limited to third person.
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(4) TEWA

p'o
na-kulu-t(
water it-pour-PAS
The water was poured.

HOPI taawi yuk-ilti
song finish-PAs
The song was finished.
(Kalectaca 1978:132)

Thoughfuizona Tewa has a passivesuffix, -n, which it shareswith Rio Grande Tewa,
the -tf suffix representsa grammatical borrowing from analogous Hopi structures.
Again,in an instance of ongoing linguistic change emerging from sociolinguistic
variation,
youngerfuizona Tewa speakersnow only produce one of the three structural
alternatives
for realizingphrasalconjunctionthat are availablefor the oldest generation
of speakers
(Kroskrity 1982).Significantlyit is the one which convergeswith English
structures
of the type N and N (i.e. N-6di N) as representedin (5) below.
(5) sen-n6-dikwiy6-w6-di
sen-n6-dfkwiy6
the man and the woman
senkwiy6-w6-di
Thereis alsoevidencethat some discoursephenomenajoin grammar in their
location
outsidethe awarenessof speakers.In comparative studies of Hopi, Arizona
Tewa,and Rio Grande Tewa narratives, I found that though the Arizona Tewa
evidentialparticle ba, as previously discussed in (1), was clearly related to a
homologous
one in Rio Grande Tewa, its pattern of usagemore clearly resembled that
of theHopi quotativeparticle yaw (as in Arizona Tewa example (6) and Hopi (7).
'6:b6-khwo:li-mak'a-k6nt'6-di
(6)'i-waeba,
di-powa-diba,
there-atba, they-arrive-SUB7 they:INV-fly-teach-SUB
From there so, having arrived so, they were being taught to fly.
(?) noq yaw 'ora:yvi 'atka ki:tava yaw piw ticvo ki'yta
andyaw Oriabi below:southfrom:villabe yaw also wren she-live
And wren also lived below Oriabi, south of the village.
(from Seumptewa,Voegelin, and Voegelin 1980)
In both its frequent and multiple occurence within sentencesas well as its
pneralserviceas a genre-marker,the Arizona Tewa pattern of use appears to have
oom'erged
with the Hopi and departed from the norms of other Tewa narrative
taditions.
2*ljnguistic Indertng of ldentity
The final dimensionof Tewa linguistic ideology concerns itself with the Tewa
?

SUgit anabbreviated
glossfor subordinator- a grammaticalmarker for dependentclauses.
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preference for locating the speaking self in a linguistically well- defined, possibly
positional, socio-culturalidentity and the belief that speech behavior, in general
expressesimportant information about the speaker's identity. Related to this is a
comment once made to me by Albert Yava, regarding the way attention to the speech
of others is used to locate them in socioculturalspace:"I only have to hear someone
talk for a short while before I know who they are and where they have been."
In addition to this cultural idea that one's speechis a linguisticbiography,the model
of ritual speech foregrounds the importance of positional, rather than personal,
identities and the use of appropriate role-specificspeech.
Outside of kiva talk, we find similar emphasesin the more mundane genresof
traditional stories and public announcements.In stories, as mentioned above, the
narrator establishesand maintains his status through adoption of the full range of
narrative conventions including the use of evidential bc. These practices permit
narrators to adopt the voice of the traditional storyteller in order to "speak the past".
Similarly a conventional component of public announcements is the explicit
acknowledgement by the chanter of his mediating status as spokesperson.The scope
of this penchant for conveying identity through use of an associatedcode extends to
casualconversation.Between trilingual Tewa n'lenconversingin domesticsettingsit was
not unusual to hear code-switchingdeployedfor just suchexpressivepurposes.Example
8, extracted from a more detailed study of code-switching(Kroskrity in press) is a brief
strip of talk in which a code-switchsignalsa reformulation of identity for the speaking
selves.
(8)
F: [HOPI]

Titiqaki-tqa-na:nawakna.
'Schoolswere
not wanted'.

G: [TEWA]

W6-di-t'6k6n-k'ege-na'a-di
im-bi akhon-i-di
'They didn't want a
schoolon their land

H: [TEWA]

Naembi e:yaengelge-modibi-t'o-'am-mi
kq:yfi we-di-mu:di.
'It's better our children go to school right
here rather than far way'.

Three senior Tewa men have been discussingthen recent news about the
selection of an on-reservationsite for the building of a high school. This topic follows
from prior discussionof other building projects on the Reservation.As is customaryin
discussingextra-village reservation matters the conversation,in which all three men
have contributed has been conductedin Hopi. SpeakerF merely notes oppositionto
previous efforts to create an on-resewation high school. But speakersG and H switch
to Tewa to reformulate their speaking selves as Tewa - members of a group who
historically have opposed prior Hopi obstruction of building plans. G's use of Tewa
further distanceshimself from the Hopi "they" who opposed use of "their" tribal lands
as school sites. H stateswhat has historically been the Arizona Tewa argument for a
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high school.Since, in retrospect,most Hopi and Tewa individuals now
reservation
recognize
the disruptiveimpact on their children causedby their attending boarding
schools
for the past few decades,H's remark also evaluatesthe essentialcorrectness
of the positionpromoted by their ethnic group. In both G's and H's remarks the
selection
of the "marked"code given the topic r-eformulatestheir relevant interactional
identityasArizonaTewa. Thus the practice of maintaining maximally distinctive codes
throughstrict compartmentalizationprovides the Tewa with appropriate linguistic
tesources
in order to invoke a variety of corresponding sociocultural identities in
interaction.
Awareness(Silverstein1981)of this aspectof languageuse on the part of
fuizonaTewaspeakersis expectablyselective.Many speakersrecognizethe resources
whichtheirlinguisticrepertoiresprovide in permittingthem to perform multiple social
identities.
Thesespeakersoften liken their languagesand linguistic levels to masks and
costumes
worn for a specificceremony.
But it is useful to note that although the Arizona Tewa openly acknowledge a
closeassociation
between languageand identity, as mentioned above, they do not
recognize
conversational
code-switchingas a locus for the expressionof identity. This
iE no doubt,tied to the fact that most Arizona Tewa trilinguals deny that they
codeswitch
eventhoughthey routinely engagein this practice. This denial may reflect
notonlythe fact that thesebehaviorsare largely taken-for-grantedbut also a popular
mnfusion
betweenculturally devalued "code- mixing" and codeswitching,

3.Conclusions
bnsiderations
of spacepermit only some brief observationsrather than extended
mnclusions.
In this study I have only begun to explore the potentially fruitful
application
of the notion of languageideologyto the Arizona Tewa speechcommunity.
severalespeciallyvaluable senses
IagreewithFriedrich(1989:309) who distinguishes
of "ideology"
and will employ two of these distinctionsin my concluding remarks as a
what has been accomplishedand what remains to be done.
neansof assessing
Attending
to the "notational"senseof ideology,as the basicnotionsor ideasthat
members
haveabout a well-demarcatedarea of a culture, an attention to culturally
&ninant linguisticideology greatly improves on the limited "etic" understanding
provided
by the notion of "linguistic conservatism".Linguistic ideology permits an
a$ountwhichcapturesthe cultural unity of otherwise disparate linguistic norms and
practicesand the guided agency of Tewa speakers in exercising their
dircourse
selective
controlover their linguisticresources.The Arizona Tewa were and
necessarily
and rationalizationof
ontinueto be an instructiveexampleof how folk consciousness
hnguage
structure
and usecan havea powerful effect on languagecontact outcomes.
The"pragmatic"
senseof ideology- the strategies,practicalsymbolsand systems
d ideasusedfor promoting,perpetuatingor changing a social or cultural order dhects
attentionto the role of such local models of language structure and use as
btumentsof power and social control. It is important to remember that Pueblo
cuemoniallanguage,
like ceremonialbehaviorin general,is not only the expressionof
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religious belief through the sacred manipulation of cosmic forces but also the implicit
justification of rule by a largely hereditary ceremonial elite. Thus linguistic ideology
provides a socially motivated explanationfor the socialprocessand linguistic products
which are merely labelled by the expression"linguisticconservatism".Clearly more work
needs to be done in this area in order to relate linguistic ideologies to local political
forces (e.g. Dozier 1966)and to recognizethe existenceof contending ideologiesrather
than representing the dominant one as if it were uniformly accepted.
Given the connections between ceremonial and more mundane speech
delineated here, as well as the partial awarenessof it reflected in the rejection of my
early claims to diplomatic immunity through appeal to an "autonomous" language, it
was no wonder that my early Tewa interrogatorswould find their languageso valuable
and linguistic research so controversial.
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